THE
PRODUCTIVITY
PLAN
for High-Achieving Men: How to Get
More Work Done in Less Time
Without Neglecting Your
Family…Even During the
QUARANTINE!
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Introduction
Hey What’s up Brother?! My name is Brad “Dr. Brad”
www.drbradmd.com

Bellard, faith-based performance coach for men, and
author of the Amazon best-selling book, ELITE: A
Modern Success Guide to Purpose and Peak
Performance. I help high-achieving men discover
and successfully pursue their purpose so they can
WIN in BOTH life and business.
This video and worksheet is designed to help you
OVERCOME DISTRACTIONS and DEVELOP
STRUCTURE so you can be highly productive without
overlooking your family. Let’s jump in!

Listen, we ALL want to be highly productive men! Not only
do we want to get the work done, but also have enough
structure in our day to spend time toward our faith, family,
and our physical ﬁtness. We want the focus & self-discipline
enough to overcome distractions (social media, television,
and even our kids at times!) and hit our goals in pursuit of
our dreams!
But the reality is that unfortunately, we battle against two (2)
big factors that prevents our productivity and keeps us from
getting our work and life done effectively:

Distractions

Lack of Structure

These two challenges consistently cause us to become
frustrated, overwhelmed, and stressed, because our work
gets backed up, deadlines get missed, and the quality of
work goes down. We can’t seem to get in the ﬂow and the
only thing that seems consistent is the distractions
themselves. Due to the quarantine, the kids are now at
home and seem more needy than ever…it seems harder than
ever to focus on our work…and there seems to be no answer
to when this will end.

Work-life balance is all messed up and we can’t seem to
ﬁgure out when to turn it on and off…or when to take the
work hat off and the husband/father/teacher hat on. It feels
like even though you are really busy, that not much work
seems to actually get done.
How do we get it all done without getting overwhelmed &
neglecting the family?
I know all too well how you feel! Several years ago I was trying
to juggle working in the ER, a sports-medicine private
practice, home-based business, church, wife, and kids…and
found myself EXTREMELY UNPRODUCTIVE!! I was stressed
and overwhelmed and despite working all day and night, it
seemed like I never got anything done!
I neglected time with my family and it affected my marriage,
relationship with my kids, and I wasn’t spending the time with
God I know I needed to. Well, fast forward, through the grace
of God and some great coaching I was able to learn some
proven strategies to be productive and get more done in less
time and still have quality time for my personal life.

As a result, I was able to use these strategies when the
quarantine started to quickly adjust and overcome the new
distractions of working from home, and still spend time in my
faith, with my family, and maintain my physical health. Not
only has this worked for me, but it’s also worked for MANY
other men who I’ve helped with the SAME CHALLENGES!

Let’s Begin!
There are 3 key steps that need to be followed in order to get
more work done in less time without overlooking your family:

CLARITY

Get clarity on your goals and

CREATE STRUCTURE

Develop a schedule for your

CONFERENCE

Discuss the plan and

current distractions

tasks, distractions, and family

negotiate with your spouse
and family

STEP 1 : CLARITY
GOALS
You MUST get clarity on your goals. So many of us make the mistake of
simply working everyday, without having speciﬁc measurable goals for
our tasks. An important beneﬁt of creating a speciﬁc goal for your work
is it allows you to know whether you’ve actually hit the mark or not. It’s a
tool to actually measure your productivity. If you never set a goal, it will
feel like an endless amount of work and you’ll never be able to fully
know just how productive you’ve been. For example, someone in sales
may have to make sales calls as a task for his work. If he sets a goal for
making 300 calls/week then he can then calculate how many calls need
to be made daily. He’ll then know whether he’s successfully completed
his daily task toward the goal of hitting his 300 calls a week. Without
that measurable ﬁnite goal, he’ll never know just how productive or
unproductive he’s been. Set aside time weekly at the beginning of your
work week to ﬁgure out “What is my task-oriented goal this week?”

What day and time will you dedicate weekly to establishing your weekly goal?

What is your task-oriented goal for this week?

DISTRACTIONS
What are the speciﬁc distractions that prevent you from getting your
work done. You can’t just say “kids” or “social media”. When do the
distractions happen? Why do they happen? Is there a trend? Without
clearly identifying the challenges you have, it will be just as difﬁcult trying
to develop solutions for them…which we will discuss in the next step.
What are your two (2) greatest distractions preventing your work flow?

When do they happen? Is there a trend they follow?

STEP 2 : CREATE STRUCTURE
Without structure your productivity will perish!! That comes from the book
of Dr. Brad…lol! I had to make that sound biblical only to make a point of
just how VITAL structure is for your productivity! The reason many of us
aren’t getting the work done that we need to is because we lack structure!
Structure alone will help overcome distractions, because you now have a
set time and schedule of when you are working, as opposed to doing
something else.
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STRUCTURE YOUR SPACE
You should create a work space that is dedicated ONLY to doing work!
This space shouldn’t be on the couch, in front of the tv, on the bed, or at
the kitchen table. The mind is tricky and associates those areas for
anything other than work! Therefore, create a work space that is
separate from any other place and is primarily used for getting your
work done! Make your family aware of this as well so you can ensure that
your work space won’t be ‘shared space’ for something else.
Where will you set up your dedicated work space?

STRUCTURE YOUR SCHEDULE
Two words…TIME BLOCKING! Time blocking simply means to schedule
speciﬁc blocks of time dedicated toward whatever task you are trying to
perform during that time. There are three (3) components to effective
time blocking:
1.Time Block Tasks
You need to speciﬁcally block your daily work time to complete the tasks that
you now have clarity on from Step 1! For example, blocking 9a-11a to do 50 calls
during that time. This is very effective time blocking because not only is it
structured time, but it’s also intentional about ‘how much’ work will get
completed during this time.

Where will you set up your dedicated work space?

2.Time Block Distractions
Many of our distractions (separate from our kids) involve activities such as
browsing social media and watching television. This is relatively common.
However, you can overcome those distractions by actually scheduling them. You
can schedule to view your favorite show or browse social media at a speciﬁc
time(s) of the day. For example, watch your favorite show at 9pm when the kids
are to bed. An EVEN BETTER way is to schedule it and ONLY watch it ONCE THE
WORK GETS DONE. This way you’ve used your distraction as REWARD to actually
encourage you to get the work done and ﬂip it to productive advantage.

When can you schedule your distractions? How long will you indulge? When will
you indulge?

3.Time Block Your Family Time
This is HUGE!! Your spouse and family deserve your time. Quite honestly they
need your time. But this IS time that should be scheduled also. The fear that
many of us have is that we will spend so much time with family that we are
afraid we’ll swing the pendulum of work WAY over and not get any work done.
Well, this couldn’t be any farther from the truth. The reality is they don’t require
as much time as you are thinking in order to have great presence and
relationship with your family. The key is understanding this important
principle: QUALITY OVER QUANTITY!! When you schedule your time with your
family make sure you are 100% PRESENT!! No distractions! No thinking about
work! No worrying about emails! No being on your phone!! You’ve got to
dedicate quality time with them! 4 hours of distracted time is not nearly as
powerful, effective, and enjoyable as 1 hour with you being ALL IN when you
are with them.

When will you block time with your spouse and family daily?

STEP 3: CONFERENCE
Set up a time to discuss your goals and schedule with your spouse and
family! This will be a game changer for you! We often do a poor job at
assuming they know what we are trying to accomplish. We are so driven
that we don’t take the time to consider that maybe they’d like to know
what our goals and dreams are and how discussing it with them may
actually help us get to our goals much easier. By letting them know
what you are trying to achieve and how they can play a major role by
participating on determining what the best time is for family time,
where a good work space could be, and how you need consistent time
daily to get work done, they now feel like a part of the solution and not
the problem! Be sure to negotiate and not be too rigid when you meet
with them. Celebrate with them when tasks get done. Create rewards
around you achieving your goals when they give you the time needed to
work. And know that one of their greatest rewards is your 100%
presence as discussed in Step 2!
Set up a time and date for discussing your goals and schedule with your
spouse and family:
DATE:
TIME:
What is your task-oriented goal for this week?

Here is are your next steps:
1. APPLY THIS INFORMATION! This only works if you DO IT!
Watch the video and read this again if you need to.
2. Give me your feedback. Email me and let me know how this
helped you and what challenges you have toward your
productivity.
3. Share this info with another person that can be blessed
with this information!

I can assure you…if you apply these 3 steps, you will see change. Be consistent! Have
the discussion with your family…IT WORKS! You’ll experience the magic of no stress,
no overwhelming feelings and getting your work done while spending quality time
toward your faith, and family.

However, if you fail to take action on these steps, the stress and the feeling of working
hard but getting not enough work done continues. I want to see you WIN! I want to
see you be the best husband and father you can be…all while achieving your dreams!

I hope this blessed you!
Until next time…as always…
God bless and remember to Believe Bigger!

Dr. Brad MD
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